TRANS HIMALAYA
DECLARATION & INDEMINITY BOND
Trans Himalaya tour takes place in some remote and less developed regions, without means of rapid
evacuation of medical supplies and facilities. In the event of an accident, Illness, or injury an
evacuation will be slow and uncertain as these trips take place in mountainous high altitude, or
other hazardous terrain.
1) In recognition of the inherent risks of the activity or tour in which I will engage I confirm that I am
physically mentally capable of participating in the previously mentioned activity. My participation is
voluntary, and I will take monetary responsibility for personal injury, accidents, illness, and damage
to or loss of private property as the result of any incident or accident that may occur.
During the tour common/ uncommon s/s maybe expected of altitude sickness ( muscle cramps,
nausea, vomiting, headache coughing, loss of appetite, severe cases might include pulmonary
oedema / Cerebral oedema).
2) As it is likely that in these tours weather is a major constraint. This clearly indicates that the
company, might not be able to follow the suggested Itinerary due to harsh weather and will not
provide any sort of refund.
3) In case of any unwanted injury/accident I will not hold Trans Himalaya wholly/partly responsible
in case of any accident, illness, injury on the trek and will bear whole expenses of medical
emergency.
ALCOHOL AND SMOKING IS PROHIBITED
3) If the behaviour of any trekker is likely to cause distress or harm to themselves or the other
members, Trans Himalaya's Staff /team/Guide reserve the right to terminate their participation at
any time and they will have to make their own arrangements. The Company will not be liable for any
expenses incurred as a result. Company won't entertain any claims arising in case such actions are
taken by of the Staff.
4) If for any reason, I have to leave the tour early I will not be entitled to any refund. However, the
company will try with the best of its capabilities to arrange the return to the nearest trek base or to
a motorable road safely. All expenses arising due tee early evacuation is to be paid by me.
I __________________________________(full name in Capital letters) declare that I am
participating in this adventure trek on my own will and consent. I have the above form carefully and
understand the same. I realize and agree that the same serve as an agreement of release and
assumption of risk on myself.
NAMEPLACEDATE-

SIGNATURE-

Emergency contact Information
Name of emergency contact(family member only)Ph.no.-

Relationship with emergency contact-

